
Drive toward infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS)  
at your own pace—without ripping and  

replacing your current IT engines.

Keep pace with business needs  
Use the right resources for the right task. 

Control large-scale cloud for LOBs, servers, 

workloads, sites, and geographies.

Turn on a dime   
Orchestrate, automate complex tasks—

such as provisioning multiple virtual 

machines (VMs)—and shorten application 

and services turnaround times.

Scale massively   
Easily manage thousands of servers 

across multiple sites and geographies—

or tens of thousands of workloads, 

users and lines of business (LOBs).

See the road ahead    
Accurately forecast resources usage: VMs, 

compute, memory, storage, hosts, and 

configuration management (CMDB).

Red Hat CloudForms on 
Lenovo fast-track IaaS

The Red Hat CloudForms cloud management platform 
empowers you to manage a broad array of cloud 
infrastructures from a single interface. 

Your competition is  
racing for the cloud
80% of Global 2000 businesses 

are expected to have 30% of their 

IT capability running on offsite 

infrastructure in 2016.1

Put the pedal to the  
hybrid cloud metal
Build and manage a private or hybrid 

cloud with Red Hat CloudForms 

management software on top of your 

Lenovo infrastructure.

Control your cloud journey 
Take advantage of current 

virtualization and cloud 

investments from Red Hat, 

Microsoft, VMware, and Amazon.

Fuel up right  
Place workloads on the right 

infrastructure with advanced capacity 

planning, trend analysis, and best-fit 

VM placement capabilities.

Get better mileage from users  
Meter use, enforce quotas—gain 

chargeback capabilities. Track resource 

consumption by individual, LOB, 

platform, and region.

Cut out costly pit stops  
Minimize manual intervention 

with a single interface to 

manage virtual, cloud-enabled, 

and public cloud infrastructures.

Brake easily for compliance  
Govern and control environments 

while managing, securing, and 

patching VMs with CloudForms 

throughout your infrastructure.

Gear down the cost of 
ownership 
Pass by commercial solution 

implementation costs with out-of-

the-box reports, alerts, policies, 

integration, and automation.

Leave other hybrid cloud management solutions behind—
in a cloud of dust. Learn more about  

Red Hat CloudForms on Lenovo:

1 IDC: “Worldwide Cloud Systems Management Software, 2013–2017 Forecast,” Doc #240276.

Faster time to cloud
Get global visibility to allocate and manage resource pools 

spanning virtual, private, and public cloud resources.

Lenovo systems are designed for easy integration 
with best-of-breed management consoles, while 
leveraging open industry standards.

Tune every engine in the fleet   
Deliver IaaS while managing service 

deployments across private, public, 

and hybrid clouds—all from a single 

pane of glass.
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